Revisiting visual dysfunctions in schizophrenia from the retina to the cortical cells: A manifestation of defective neurodevelopment.
This review highlights morphological and functional anomalies found along the entire visual pathway in schizophrenia, from the retina to the cortex. Based on the evidence of widespread anatomical and functional visual abnormalities, we posited that a neurodevelopmental anomaly occurring early in life was likely to explain those. Incidentally, support to the neurodevelopmental theory of schizophrenia is strongly emerging from many neurobiological domains. In vertebrates, the first visual structures migrate toward the orbit position at the end of the fourth week of gestation. A neurodevelopmental defect around that time on these embryonic structures could account for the visual anomalies in schizophrenia. Retinol activity might be involved in the process. Future research in schizophrenia should focus on early visual testing, on trials combining multiple visual anomaly assessments and a closer look to retinol activity during the pregnancy.